
Try Your Own Brush with History

In addition to instructions on how to effectively reproduce accurate 
color combinations, the inside cover of Young Artist Painting Book also 
lists a few “practical directions” for artistry housekeeping, including: 
•   The water for mixing the colors must be always clear, and free from grit.

•   Dry the brushes thoroughly on a sponge or piece of clean linen. 

•   Never place them flat on the table, but lay them across the back of the lid.

•   Never put the brush in your mouth.

•   Never leave the brush in the water. 

•   Always begin at the top and color downwards, from your left to your right-
     hand, and let one color dry before applying another over it. 

•   Never touch a tint, when once laid on, until quite dry. 

Your paintbox 
should contain: 
 
       Burnt Sienna   
       Vandyke Brown   
       Crimson Lake    
       Sepia Light    
       Red Ivory    
       Black Vermilion    
       Green Bice   
       Yellow Ochre    
       Prussian Blue   
       Gamboge   
       Ultramarine

The objects in the exhibition and catalog Radiant with Color & Art: McLoughlin Brothers and the Business of Picture 
Books, 1858–1920 (see page 13) included books, original watercolors, wood-engraved primers, and trailblazing 

games. One of the firm’s first coloring books, Young Artist Painting Book, with designs by staff artist William Bruton, 
was featured as the catalog’s frontispiece. Even though competitors had been selling them for over a decade, painting 
and coloring books were not introduced by McLoughlin Brothers until 1882. They sold for just ten cents each and 
were touted by the firm in its annual catalog as “an unfailing source of amusement for children. They instruct and 
refine, while giving pleasure, and aid in developing any talent they may have.” Inside, the pages featured outlined 
scenes of children and families at play. These pages were intended to be colored by children with watercolor paints. 
McLoughlin Brothers marketed coloring books as “cheap, good and interesting.” With today’s rise in popularity of 
adult coloring books, we thought it fitting to offer this reproduction for all to enjoy! 
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Want to color more 
pages such as 
those seen here? 
We’ve digitized the 
plates from Young 
Artist Painting Book 
and written a blog 
post with a link to 
printable versions 
of them. Visit 
pastispresent.org to 
download them! 
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